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Other, other, and other Other can be used as an adjective before a plural noun to mean "further or
further." Many scientists believe that global warming can be reversed, but other scientists disagree with

this view. Others can be used as a pronoun to mean additional people or things or other. Many scientists
feel that global warming can be reversed. Others disagree. Other other can be addictive As an adjective,

mbans is something that has been considered previously. I know you want to go to Mexico for your
vacation, but I have another idea. As a pronoun, it means additioharone of the same type. 3 hat had a
good d cup of Coffee Whether it is used as an adjective or a pronoun, other is only used with singular
nouns. Incorrect: Hhink ti They have another meat burger Note: Do not confuse the other, others, and

other with pronouns each other and each other. Note that each other and each other, which are
inseparable phrases, are used to express a mutual relationship. My friends have deep trust in each

other. I know that none of them can let others down. Dusya is usually used as an arauxwarysnegative
form and auestion prmsoe suple preseat and past tense However, the auxiliary dơ can also be used

before positive n infinitive sentences to add qualitative emphasis. I enjoy his company. al e dogs cake
for speech We can also use the affirmative verb to show the discrepancy between expectations and

reality A: You didn't call me yesterday. B: I called you yesterday. We usually get along very well, but we
have occasional disagreements Noticeable: The emphatic verb is strongly emphasized in speech.

Complete each sentence with another or others or other. 1. Another. 2. Other 1. He says he is full of
beef burgers. He says he can't eat considering my paper. Kitty. 2. You can use this topic for your paper.
I have a few 3. They love their cats so much they're talking about getting them 3. The last of the pens in

my bag 4. You can keep this one. I have two or three 5. There are six people in line in front of us. 4.
Other 5. Other He won't catch a cold. 7. I've just recovered from a cold, which I actually had


